Resolution DISEC/2/1.2

Disarmament and International Security Second Committee

Co-sponsors: Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, People’s Republic of China, Republic of South Sudan, Russian Federation, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America

Topic: “Reduction of military budgets”

Seeking to increase military budgets to strengthen security and power,

Aware of neighboring countries that are currently at war or have a strong dislike or tension against co-sponsor nations,

Desiring co-sponsors’ militariesto not reduce the fund of their militaries,

Encouragingnon-co-sponsors’ militaries to increase their budgets,

Taking into account the bigger the military, the safer the country,

1. Considers increasing the money taken from taxes to go to the military;

2. Encourages countries to choose a sector of their choice and put it towards their military;

3. Recommendsnon-co-sponsorsto improve all militaries by increasing personnel;

4. Reminds every country the importance of protection for the people by increasing security;

5. Endorses weapon of mass destruction for protection and sovereignty;

6. Emphasizes countries to raise their militaries by 1% each year.